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Tag u n g s b e r ich t

Topologie

4.9. bis 10.9.1983

39/198 3

Die Tagung wurde von den Herren L. Siebenmann (Orsay), Ch. Thomas

(Cambridge) und F. Waldhausen (Bielefeld) organisiert.

Es wurden Fragen aus unterschiedlichen Bereichen ~er.Topolo~ie erörtert.,

Vortragsauszüge:

M. BÖKSTEDT:

Generalized Hochschild Homology and Stable K-theory

Let R be a ring. Recall that Hochschild homology i.s .a. simplicial object

[0] r----> R 8 R 8

<----.n+1

8 R

---->
with boundary map~

d (r 8 8 r ) (ror l
8 8 r. l )o 0 n- di(ro 8 8 r n) (r 8 e rir i + 1 8 r )

0 n.
d (r 8 9 r n ) (r r 8 r

l 8 ·r~~{).
n ~ n 0

Following Go.odwillie. we want to defin~ a simplicia:l object H(R)

which morally should be given by
QSo

[n]
.., > R 8 8 R

QSo QSo
< n+l >

and the same boundary maps as above.

After suitable technical modification, this idea can be made precise. In

particular we define·A 8 B as a smash product of spectra.
QSo

There is a commutative diagram
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K(Z) a > KS(X)

~~
H(Z)Q

where KS(Z) is stable K-theory in the sense of Waldhausen.

Conjecture

Theorem 2:

(Goodwil1ie): c is a homotopy equiva1ence.

1T
2

. (H (Z) ) 0 i ~
L QSo

1T2 · 1 (H(Z) ) = X/i i:: 1 •
1- QSO

This theorem was origina11y also conjectured by Goodwi1lie.

D. BURGHELEA:

Cyclic (Connes) homo10gy versus algebraic K-theoryof spaces (Waldhausen)

Let k be a field of characteristic zero. A k-chain differential graded

algebra ~,d) is a k-associative (with unit) graded algebra A equipped

with d: A. -> JA._
1

, k-linear and satisfying d (ab) = da • b + (-I) la 1a d b

for a E· A. (JA,d) is connected if Ao = k and f: (/A,d) -> OB,d) is

a quasiisomorphism if f induces an isomorphism for homology. 'Denote by

k - Ch DGA the category of k-chain differential graded a1gebras and' by

k-Ch DGAo the full subcategory of connected ones. It is weIl known that

there exist two functors 11 .11: Q*) - Ch DGA
O
--> 1 - Top. and

C. (0-) : 1 - Top. --> Q - eh DGA0 adj oint to each other which convert

quasiisomorphisms to homotopy equivalences, resp. homotopy equivalences to

quasiisomo~phisms.

Theorem: I) The Hochsehild homology and Connes homology functors defined on

k-algebras wit~ values in k-graded vector spaces extend to the functors H.

and HC* defined on k - eh DGA with values in k-graded vector spaces so

that H*(f) and HC.(f) are isomorphisms if f is a quasiisomorphism.

I J ~
2) The natural transformations H* --> HC*, HC* --> HC*_2' HC._2 --> H*_l

(as in the ease of assoeiative algebras) define a long exaet sequence

Hn (JA,d) -> Hen (fA,d) -> HCn_2 CA,d) ~> Hn_
1

(jA,d).

3) If (JA,d) is a connected chain differential graded algebra Qver Q: then

HC*(/A,d) = K*(IA,dl) 8 Q where K*(X) denotes the reduced Waldhausen algebraic

K-theory of the space X•

• ) Q denotes the field of rational numbers.
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The proof extends to the differen~ial gr~ded case by arguments of Connes,

Loday, Qui1len and combine with results of Burghelea and Dwyer, Hsiang,

Staffeldt on the structure of the rational algebraic K-theory of spaces. (In

the case Ä is a t~nsor algebra the result fellows from the werk ef Hsiang

and Staffeldt, too).'

S. DONALDSON:

Gauge ~eory and Topology

We discuss same relations between topology of moduli spaces of Yang-Mills

connections and infinite dimensional "function spaces" modelied on the weIl

known use of Morse Theory to pass nM <-> {geodesics on M}. The Yang-Mills

equations are variational equatiens for the functional on G-connections over

a manifold M:

connection ~> J·\curvatureI 2

M

Dimension 2. M = Surface, Mg_ This i~ the case like that of geod~sics.

The consequences of Morse Theory apply and are used by Atiyah and Bott to

calculate the cohomology of the ma~ifolds:

{irreducible Yang-Mills G-connections} ~ {Fla~ connections}

~ Reps (nI (Mg) -> G)

starting from the functi~n space - essentially Maps (M:, BG). The former
g

spaces are interesting since they can be inte'rprete"d as moduli spaces of

algebraic bundles over the algebraic curve associated to M'.g

Dimension 4. There are similar spaces I
k

(M,G) of instantons (k ~. 0)'.' If

M = algebraic 'surface these are again essentiallY the moduli spaces of algebraic

bundles. The Morse Theory does not work here but we have an uapproximate

version" for M = S4:

Conjecture (Atiyah-Jones):

.lim ·H*(~(S4),G)
k-+1Xl

We sketch a fragment from the proof of a weaker form of this:

lim. H*(I
k

(S4), Sp(i» H*(03(Sp(l»)
i-+ 1Xl
k -+1Xl

based on Bott periodicity: 03 (Sp (l» Q! B 0 and the Lefshetz "hyperplane

theorem".
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Dimension 3. There is a similar variational problem for so-called "magnetic

monopoles" on E.3 • The function spaees assoeiated to these are [02 (82)]k

where K = maps of degree k = "charge" of monopole. We have a geometrie

eorrespondence

(*) {monopoles of charge k} ';;t {rational maps S2 + 8
2 of degree k}.

By a theorem of Segal on rational maps these spaces also converge to 02(S2)

as k + co.

Strictly, (*) has only been proved so far for the hyperbolie metric on ~3.

Presumably there will eventually be a way to understand these, and other, ~
results from the point of view of Morse Theory.

J. HOW1E:

Ribbon Discs and Whitehead's Problem

A ribbon knot in S3 is one which bounds an

immersed disc whose singularities eonsist only

of double ares of the kind in the picture.

Pushing this disc slightly into D4 , we get an

embedding k: n2 -> D4 , called a ribbon disc.

Question I. Is n4 ...... k(D2) aspherieal?

This would have consequenees for higher ribbon knot complements. Question I

is a special case of Whitehead's problem:

Question 2 .. (J.H.C. Whitehead). 15 every subcomplex of an aspherical 2-complex

aspherical?

The' deco~p~sition of D2 by double ares has a dual tree T.

Theorem I. n4·...... k(D2) is aspherieal whenever T has diameter < 3.

Theorem 2. Suppose the answer to Question 2 is no. Then there is a counter-

example of one of the forms

(A) X c: Y, Y X U e2 finite contractible, 1T2X * 0

(B) X c: Y, X Xo c: XI' c:. • • , y = UiXi , Xi finite,

1I2Xi * 0, Xi Co..-;> Xi + 1
null homotopic.

Fina11y, a counterexamp1e of type (A) would (at least modulo the Andrews

Curtis Conjecture) also be a counterexamp1e to Question I:

Theorem 3. Suppose X U e2 /\, * for some finite 2-comp1ex X. Then X h is

a spine of n4 ...... k(D2) for s~me ribbon disc k: n2
_> n4 • 3
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J.R. HUBBUCK:

Homotopy Types of Compact Lie Groups

It is known (Scheerer 1967) that two compact, connected, simply-eonnected

Lie groups whose underlying spaces are homotopically equivalent must be

isomorphie as Lie groups. Developments in the theory of Finite H-spaces sub

sequent to 1967 enable a more elementary and eonceptual proof ~o be given.

A p-local simply connected Finite H-space decomposes uniquely as a cartesian

produet of indeeomposable p-local H-spaces, as aspace up to.homotopy (Wil

kerson 197~). With just two exeeptions the 2-localizations of the simple,

simply-connected Lie groups are indecomposable; the"exeeptions'are

Spin(7) ~2' G
2

x S7 and SpineS) = 5in(7) x s7 •

The number of Spin(B) faetors in a eompaet I-connected Lie group G equals

Dim Cokernel(pl : H3 (G, Z/lE) ~> H7 (G, Z/3Z»

and so Seheerer's result follows almost immediately.

HUYNH MUI:

The fundamental groups of the spaces of regular orbits of the··affine Weyl groups

This talk is based on a paper with the same title written by Nguyen Viet" Dung

which will appear in Topology.

Let W be a Weyl group, or an affine Weyl group of rank n. Let W act nat-

urally on V = lRn and I: be the set of refleetions on V contained· in' w.
For each E E I: denote by H the hyperplane of fixed points o~ s· in ·V.

s
Let

witb

actsWwith V~ = V + ~ V (~~n), the complexification of V. Then

properlyon Yw• We prove the following

Theorem: n l (Yw/W) 1s the Artin group of the same type as W, i.e.

i f W = <S; s 2 = I, (s t )m(s , t) = I, s ,t ES>, then

1f I (YW/W) ~ (S;~

, m(s, t) factos

~ s,tES)

m(s,t) factos

if W is the Weyl group of type A. The theorem was proved by Fox and Neu

wirth [1962]. For every (finite) Weyl group it has been proved by Brieskorn

[1971]. Por affine Weyl groups, Bannai[1974] proved it 'inthe case'of rank 2,

and has' stated the theorem as a conjecture.

The proof of the theorem is by a cellular decomposition method. For the

--- --- -------------------------------
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finite Weyl groups it can be proved by a similar argument of cellular de

composition done oy Neuwirth and Fox. However, for the case of affine Wey1

groups, one needs to modify this argument. This leads to a notion of CW-semi

complex, a generalization of CW-complex. The above theorem is an application

of a method for computing the fundamental groups of.a manifo1d M with

CW-semicomp1ex structure, and that of M/G when G is a group operating

properlyon M, and M is a G-equivariant CW-semicomp1ex.

5. JACKOWSKI:

Families of Subgroups and Completion

The completion conjecture stated for equivariant K-theory in Tagungsbericht

(37/1975 p.6) 1s generalized t? arbitrary equivariant cohomology theories. It

says that for an equivariant cohomo1ogy theory h~ and a f~mi1y F of sub

groups of G the projection X x EF -> X induces an isomorphism:

h~(X)A -> h~(X x EF), where Ef is the classifying space for the family F

and ",," denotes the completion with respect to the topology of h~(Pt) de

termined by re$triction to subgroups be10nging to F. The theorem 1s first

shown for the family of all proper subgroups of the group G. Then for theories

satisfying some "finiteness" and "orientability"assumptions (e.g. KG, KOG'

KRG) the theorem reducing the general case to the case of the family of all

proper subgroups is proven.

Two applications were described. For anormal subgroup H < G we obtain a

spectra1sequence E; H*(B(G/H) :R(H» ~R(G)"; where R(e) is the complex

representation ring and "An denotes the completion witb respect t6 the

{ker(R(G) -> R(H», H < G}-topo1ogy.

The completion theorem applied for KG-theory and the family of all tOP010gical~
cyc1ic subgrou~s provides the description of Spec KG(X) - the prime ideal

spectrum of the ring KG(X).

M. KRECK:

5mooth structures of c10sed 4-manifolds up to connected sums with s2 x 52 's

Two smooth 4-manifolds are ca11ed stably diffeomorphic if there exists r EB
such that # r(S2 x 52) ~ N =It: r(52 x S2).

Theorem I: Let M and N be smooth homeomorphic 4-manifolds, M orientable

or (WJ(M) * 0 and w2 (M) = 0). Then M and N· are stably diffeomorphic.
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(The oriented ease was proved independently by B. Gompf). Ot~erwise either M

and N are stably diffeomorphie or M =1= K and M# 11 (52 x S2) are stably

diffeomorphie, where K is the Kummer surfaee.

Proposition 2: Let M be a non-orientable 4-manifold. Then M # K and

M :1= 11 (52 x 52) are homeomorphic.

Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 imply that stably 4-manifold has at most two dif

ferentiable struetures which are.produced by the Kumme~ surfaee:

M =1= 11 (52 x 52) has a stable exotie strueture iff" M# 11 (52 x 52) and M* K

are not stably diffeomorphie. This problem ean be translated into 'homotopy

theory but the answer is in general open. The following examples show that

there are many closed 4~nifolds with stable exotie strueture.

n ~ <x
1

, ••• ,x I T
1

, ••• ,T > , a E H
1
.(n'Z2) non-trivial;

p n s

X the two· complex eorresponding to p. Let· M(p ,a) be the boundary of a

regular .neighbourhood of an embedding X '--> lR p 4 xlR homotopic 'to a.

Theorem 3: M(p,a):tt: K is not diffeomorphic to M(p ,a) * 1'1 (52 x 52). Thus

M(p,a) * 11 (82 x 82) has an exotic differentiable structure.

The proof of Proposition 2 follows from Freedman's work by a simple observation.

The proof of Theorem 2 and 3 is based on my surgery theory classifying n-mani

folds with prescribed k-skeleton. Theorem 2 follows from eomputations. in

stably hom~~opy and some geometrie eonstructions. Theorem 3 is reduced to the

. f 5 co dl d" h deomputatl.on 0 1T4 (M3H 1\ MSpin)' H -> lR P ·the Hop~ bun e an t e eter-

mination of the Kummer surface in this bordism group.

D.D. LONG:

Bounding foliations

A measured foliation (F,lJ) of a elosed eonneeted orientable surfaee F is

said to bound in a compression body M for F if there is a sequence of

embedded dises {Dn } =M, such that aDn --> .(F,~) where convergenee is

in Thurston's topology. on the spaee of measured foliations.

Restrieting to uniquely ergodie foliations with all'half-leaves dense, it

ean be shown that:

Theorem: (f, lJ) bounds iff there is a regular planar eovering p: F --> F

'in whieh a lift of F has a strongly homotlinic leaf.

Theorem: (F,lJ) bounds in finitely many minimal ~ompression bodies.
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This has the corollary, that some power of a pseudo-Anosov map compresses

iff its invariant foliations bound.

W. LUCK:

Equivariant obstructions to finiteness as universal funetorial additive invariants

We give a geometrie definition of a so-ealled Wall group W~(z) for an arbi

trary G-eomplex Z, in whieh elements are represented by G-maps f: X -> Z

for a finitely dominated arbitrary G-eomplex X. For a finitely dominated .

G-complex X [id
X

] E WaG(X) is it.s Wall obstruetion eG(X). X is finite

up to G-homotopy if and only if eG(X) vanishes. (WaG(Z), eG(Z» can be

computed by an algebraieally defined group KG(Z), which split5 as a direet
o

sum of Ko(Z[E]) for certain groups E. (WaG, eG) is the universal func-

torial additive invariant for the category KG of finitely dorninated

G-complexes, where a funetorial additive invariant (A,a) consistsof a

funetor A: tf -> ABEL and an assignment a: X 1-> a(X) E A(X), whieh satisfies

the usual surn formula. This leads to the construction of a transfer for K.
o

and fibrations.

H.R. MORTON:

Fibred.knots in 54

The best-known examples of fibred knots of 52 in 54 are constructed by

spinning a fibred knot in 53 or by r-twist spinning any knot in 53. By

means of a satellite knot eonstruction, described in the talk, many different

·examples ean be constructed which are not of these two known types.

Further fibred knots can be constructed by plumbing the fibres of two fibred ~

knots, using an analogue of Murasugi plurnbing.

The satellite construction is made by ehoosing

(i) K ~ 52 C 54 and

(ii) A U C ~ 52 U SI c 54.

The complement h of a neighbourhood of C

a homeomorphism h: V -> neighbourhood of

defined to be a satellite of K.

If (i) K i5 fibred, (ii) A is fibred and (iii) C covers 51 regularly

n times in the fibre projection of S4_A then h(A) is fibred. The group

~1(h(A)-S4) alone is enough to distinguish many different such knots.
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B. OLIVER:

The Whitehead transfer for oriented circ1e bundles can be non-zero

Munkholm and Pedersen have shown that for any oriented circle bundle

51 -> E -> B, where Band E are. finite CW-complexes," there is a welf de

fined transfer homomorphism T: Wh(uIB} --> Wh(nIE) which sends the~torsion

of any homotopy equiva1ence f: BI --> B to the torsion of f: f*E'--> E.

Furthermore, T depends on1y on the exact seque~ce Z = nl(SI) -> ul(E) ~;

n l (B) -> I; and it has a simple algebraic description. '.

Fix an odd prime p, set

lT = <a l ,a2 ,a3 ' a4 ,z I a~ = [ai ' [,a j ,~]] = [Z , a i ] = 1, zP = [a 1 ' a 2 ] [a3 ,a4 ] > ,

and let U = ~/<z>. Then I~I = plI, IlTl = p9, and the transfer map 10
Whi tehead groups for the sequence Z -> 1i' -> U ~>. I has image of orde~...~.

That it is so difficult to construct examples of central exte~sions.

Z ->; -> u -> I for which T * 0 ,is due partial1y tq. the fact that

(when 11i'1 < m) Im(T) ~ CltVEu); which is the part of, Wh(rr). whe~e.dete~tion

of elements is least understood.

A~ PAPADOPOuLOS:

A Composition Theorem for Pseudo-Anosov Classes of Surface Diffeomorphisms

Let S be a closed orientable surface.of genus > 2. We Rrove the folloW

~ng theorem:

Theorem: If f is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of S, wiih unstable'· and~

stab1e measured foliations (Fu,lJu ) and (Fs,lJ s ) respective1y, and' if·-q> is

any diffeomorphism of S such that ((p) ([Fu , lJu]) * .[Fs , lJ~ T, then there exists

an integer k such that for all n ~ k, fn;) q> is i,sotopic to a pse~d9-:

Anosov map.

As a corollary, we prove the following -Cusing Thurston Is construction ,of, ,

pseudo-Anosov maps inducing the identity on H
I
(S,z»., ' .'

Corollary: For every symplectic automorphism of HI (S,Z) there exi~'is a

pseudo-Anosov map which induces it.

J. PRZYTYCKI:

Incompressible surfaces in complements·· of closed 3-braids .~. -

We analyse incompressible surfaces in the com~.lem:ent of a hyp~rD~l.i.~ '3'-~:~rand

braid. In particular we solve the problem whether the complement =o'f 'aJ-braid
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contains a closed, incompressible, r
l
-injective, non-periphera1 surface.

Example: Let be a hyperbolic 3-braid.

2n -PI ql _I'k qk
y - h G] 02 °1 02 then the associated closed 3-braid y

has a unique (up to isotopy) incompressible surface. The genus of this surface
k k

i s equa1 to ±( I . r: q. + 3n I + I I: p. - 3n I) - 1., .
i=l 1. i=1 1.

We assume that y is a knote

Problem: Find all 3-braids y s~ch that the chosen y is a 2-bridge link.

We have 5 fami1ies of "candidates" and we conjecture that that is all. •

A. RANICKI:

Infinite cyc11c coverings

The talk considered CW comp1exes X with a finitely domina ted infinite eyelic

eover X, a very popular topic in the 1960's. The mapping torus trick of

M. Mather shows that X is homotopy equiva1ent to a finite CW complex,

indeed has a preferred finite homotopy type. If X is already a finite CW

eomplex the difference of the two finite homotopy types is an invariant

~(X) E Wh(n l (X», which was first defined by Siebenmann. If X is a compact

manifo1d CP'(X) is the Farrell-Siebenmann obstruction to fibering X· over SI.

The Bass'-:Heller-Swan-Farrell-Hsiang map B: Wh(1T
I

(X» :-> K
o

(71bT
I
(X)]) sends

~(X) to the Novikov-Siebenma~nsplitting obstruction [x+], whieh is the

Wall finiteness o,struction of the positive end i+ of X. The motivation for

the talk eame from the problem of the geometrie realization of the d~ality

involution

*: K
o

(Z[1T) -> K
O

(Z[1T]) ; (p) -> (p*] = [Ho~(1T](P, Z(:rr])].

For a finitely presented group n every element x E K(Z(1T]) can be realized
o

as x = {i+] for a compact n-manifold X with finitely dominated infinite

cyclic cover X, n](x) = 1T, and x* = (_)n-l(X-J.In fact, X can be taken to

be the boundary of a regular neighbourhood in So+1 (0 large) of a finite

CW complex Y C So+1 in the preferred finite homotopy type of Z x SI, with Z

any finitely domioated CW complex such that 1T I (Z) = 1T 1[Z] = x.

D. REPOV~:

Resolving acyclic images of 3-manifolds

It is well-known that a finite dimensional quotient M/G of an n~oifold M

by a cell-like'deeomposition G must be a generalized n-manifold." The converse
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is (in general) false, e.g. shrinking out a spine of a PL n-manifold yields

even an n-manifold. However, in this example G is almost cell-like. Next,

Bing 's "figure eight" decomposition of S3 shows there should be some"restric

tion on dim G. We can prove:

Theorem I: Suppose G is a Q-dimensional use decomposition of a 3-manifold M

such that M/G is a generalized 3-manifold. Then G is almost cell-like, i.e.

Cf ={x EM/G I f- I (x) is not .cell-like} is a locally finite set, where

f : M -> M/G: is the quotient map.

• This result" follo'ws from a much stronger statement concerning almost acyclic

maps on 3-manifolds (and generalizes a result of J.L. Bryant and R.C. Lacher,

Math. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 88 (1980), 311-319):

Theorem Z: Suppose f: M3
-> X is a elosed, monotone, almost I-acyeli~ Ol2)

map (i.e. f is l-aeyclic (Zz) over the eomplement of a possibly non-empty

Q-dimensional set in X) from a 3-manifold M onto a locally simply co~nected

Z2-homology 3~nifold X. Then Cf is locally finite. Moreover, (M,f) can

be repaired to· become a (conservative) resolution of X. Thus X is a gener

alized 3-manifold and all of its singularities are "hard", i.e. not of the

Wilder type.

R.J. Daverman and J.J. Walsh have examples which show Theorem 2to be, to a

certain extent, a best possible statement. However, from another point of view,

oue may want to ask if ~ could be replaced by"a generalized 3-manifold.

Question 1: Is ~ locally co~tractible proper Zz-acyclic image of a generalized

3-manifold always a generalized 3-manifold?

Question 2: Does there exist an ENR which is a ZZ-homology 3-manifo~4 but not

a Z-homology 3-manifold? (Note that there are examples of ENR Zp-homology

3-manifolds, p an odd prime, which fail to be Z-homology 3-manifolds, e.g.

IP2 , the suspension of the projective plane.)

This research was done jointlY withoR.C. Lacher.

R. RUBINSZTEIN:

Transfer and Equivariantly Parallelizable Manifolds

If G is a compact Lie group and M is a compact G-manifold, one has the

transfer map T (M) : BG+ -> rtJsCO

{(EG xGM) +) associated to" the fibration

EG xGM -> BG. We prove

Proposition: If M is G-parallelizable and m = dim M, then T (M) is

contractible oyer the (m_I)St skeleton of BG+.
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We also study under what conditions a "G-strongly stab1y parallelizable"

manifo1d M is actually G-paral1e1izable. For such a "G-strongly stably

paral1elizable" manifold M we,~introduce an abelian group C(M) and an

obstruction element y(M) E C(M).

Theorem: If G is a finite group and M is a G-strongly stably parallel

izable manifold such that

(i) dirn MH is even for every subgroup H C G,

(ii) if H c G is such that dirn ~> 0, then X(MH) = 0

and NG(H)/H acts on .~ preserving orientation,

(iii) y(M) = 0 in C(M),

then M is G-parallelizab1e.

e
Example: Let Gk = 4 2 x ••• x Z2 (k factors) and let Vk be the real

regular representation of Gk . Denote by S(Vk ) the unit sphere in Vk •

The product S(Vk ) x S(Vk ) is Gk-special1y stably parallelizable (since

S(Vk ) is such). We show that for k > 3 the obstruction element

y(S(Vk) x S(Vk» * 0 and, consequently, S(V
k

) x S(Vk) is~ Gk-parallelizable.

Fer k = 1,2,3 both S(Vk ) and .S(Vk) x S(Vk ) are Gk-parallelizable.

R. SCHWÄNZL:

Reidemeister and Picard invariant of abelian homotopy representations

There is a quest ion of Rothenberg in what way the Picard invariant of tom Dieck/

Petrie is re1ated to his (oriented) Reidemeister torsion invariant.

Theorem: Gabelian, X,Y even homotopy representations of the same dimension

function, then Pic (X, Y) = ~X - TY , where T is the oriented torsion

mod "simple equivalence".

As a consequence one obtains of course that torsion (mod simple equivalence)

classifies up to (stable) G-homotopy-equivalence. Far the proof one re

defines torsion using special projective modules over the orbit ring and then

derives a Mayer-Vietoris sequence to re1ate the groups the invariants live in.

Ta prove the equa1ity one uses Swan modifications. The K-theory invariants are

defined strictly, opposite to Rothenberg, LNM 763, 573-590.

P. seOTT:

Homotopic homeomorphisms of Seifert fibre spaces

In 1968, Waldhausen proved that homotopic homeomorphisms of a closed, Haken

manifold must be isotopic. It seems reasonab1e to conjecture that the same

e
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result holds for any closed, p2-irreducible 3-manifold with infinite f~ndf.

mental group. I~ this lecture, we considered the special case of Seifert

fibre spaces. Most Seifert fibre spaces which are closed, p2-i~reducibi~'~nd

hav; infinite fundamental group are Haken, so that Waldhausen's result"applies.

If M is a non-Haken Seifert fibr~ space of the above'type, then there·is

~n exact sequence

I -> Z -> Tri (M) -> A(p,q,r) -> I ~

where A(p,q,r) is a hyperbolic or Eu~lidean triangle group. We will 5ay'

that M is of type A(p,q,r). For'each'such triangle group, there are: in-

finitely many distinct Seifert fibre spaces.' " "

Theorem: If p,q ~ 4 and M is a Seifert fibre space of type

then homotopic homeomorphisms of Mare isotopic.

The proof involves consideration of a singula~',' inco~~ressib'ie tor~s" X in M,

and the simpl{fication of the intersection of' X with its imag"e under a'
homeomorphism of M. The condition tha"t p and q '1 ~xceed . 4' is r~'q~i~~d' for

purely technical reasons 'and it seems likely that, it 'can be removed~

v. SNAITH:

Algebraic K-theory and topological K-theory

Let l be a prime, X a scheme over a ring, A, containing I/i and ~l~'

all !-ary roots of unity. Choose ß € K2 (A; Xlv) whose Bockstein is

~lV E KI(A). If K.(X; Zlv) is the mod lV algebraic K-theory of X, define

K.(X; lli v) = K.(X; 1ll v) [1/6]. We have natural ,localization map~, . '. " ..: ',I. ,':

p : Ki (X; Xlv) --> Ki (X; 1l1v)

and an l-adic analogue

S: Ki (X) ---> ~ Ki (X; Ztv).
v

The study of im(p) and im(S> is central to the Lichtenbaum-Quillen·con-

jecture and to th~ problem of Lefschetz concerning the determination of the

subgroup of H*(X; Q) generated by ehern classes of analytic vector bund1es

on a smooth, projective variety over ~. In this survey, I described a

number of results concerning the kerne! of p and ~ and circumstances when p

is onto.
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R. VOGT:

Homotopy ring spaces

There are two important types of homotopy ring spaces: Eoo ring spaces

which have coherently h-unital, h-associative and h-commutative mu~tipiica

tion and addition satisfying distributivity up to homotopy (h stands for

"homotopy"), and Aoo ring spaces having the same structure with h-commuta

tivity of the multiplication dropped.

1978 Waldhausen made the proposal to take an Am ring space, give its

n-square matrices MnX and Am ring structure, take the h-invertible ones,

GI R, stabilize and apply the classifying space construction Band define

KRn= Z x (BGlmR) + •

For R = Q«nK)+), KR contains information about the pseudo-isotopy space.

This proposal was followed up in parts only. Generalizing th~ existing de

finitions to more flexible ones we can show (joint work with R. Schwänzl):

(1) Am and Em ring structures are h-invariants; there is a satis

factory theory of h-homomorphisms.

(2) Waldhausen's program can be realized completely and KR is an

Em ring space if R is.

Berichterstatter: Wolrad Vogel!

•

•
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